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Dependence of exchange anisotropy and coercivity on the Fe–oxide
structure in oxygen-passivated Fe nanoparticles
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Ultrafine Fe particles have been prepared by the inert gas condensation method and subsequently
oxygen passivated. The as-obtained particles consist in an Fe core surrounded by an amorphous
Fe-oxide surface layer. The antiferromagnetic character of the Fe-oxide surface induces an exchange
anisotropy in the ferromagnetic Fe core when the system is field cooled. Samples have been heat
treated in vacuum at different temperatures. Structural changes of the Fe–O layer have been
monitored by x-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy. Magnetic properties as
coercivity, hysteresis loop shift, and evolution of magnetization with temperature have been
analyzed for different oxide crystallization stages. A decrease of the exchange anisotropy strength
is reported as the structural disorder of the surface oxide layer is decreased with thermal treatment.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!38808-3#
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetic fine particles have traditionally attracted
tense research interest.1 They exhibit a number of physica
phenomena related to the so-called size effects. Beside
interest in understanding the nature and mechanisms of
new phenomena, there is a technological driven force du
the immediate applications of these systems, mainly in hi
density magnetic recording media.2 Some of these outstand
ing phenomena accompanying the size reduction are rel
to the transition to a single-domain magnetic structure,
instance, superparamagnetism,3 large coercivities,4 quantum
tunneling of magnetization,5 giant magnetoresistance,6 etc.
New methods of synthesis~inert gas condensation, laye
deposition, mechanical attrition, aerosol! allow not only fab-
ricating magnetic systems with characteristic dimensions
the nanometer scale, but also producing heterogeneous
netic materials in a controlled compositional and structu
manner. An example of these heterogeneous systems ar
passivated nanoparticles, in which a metallic inner core
surrounded by an oxide shell. Combination of a ferrom
netic metallic core and an antiferromagnetic oxide sh
leads, after a field-cooling process, to the apparition o
magnetic unidirectional anisotropy named exchan
anisotropy.7 The main effect of such an anisotropy is th
occurrence of a displacement in the hysteresis loop of
coupled system, labeled as exchange biasing. Recent ex
ments point out the role of the spin disorder at the interf
in the origin of this unidirectional anisotropy i
antiferromagnetic-layered structures8 and in homogeneous9

and passivated nanoparticles.10 In this article, attention has
been focused on the evolution of the magnetic behavio
exchange-coupled passivated Fe nanoparticles with the s
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tural modification of the oxide shell. A decrease of t
strength of the exchange anisotropy is observed as the e
nal oxide shell is ordered.

EXPERIMENT

Nanocrystalline Fe particles have been prepared
evaporation of pure Fe in a tungsten boat at 1500 °C. A
lium atmosphere was kept during deposition at a pressur
133 Pa ~1 Torr!. Evaporated atoms lose kinetic energ
through interatomic collisions with the inert gas, and co
dense as an ultrafine powder, which is collected on a c
finger.11 Shell passivation was achieved by dosing oxyg
~266 Pa for 10 min!. Subsequent heat treatments of the p
sivated particles were performed under high vacu
(1027 Torr) during 4 h at afixed temperature. The differen
annealing processes are labeled with these typical temp
tures, which were varied up to 300 °C.

Transmission electron microscopy~TEM! was per-
formed using a Philips CM200 microscope working at 2
kV. Figure 1 shows a TEM micrograph of the passivat
ultrafine powder. The material consists of nanometric p
ticles in which the shell-core structure is clearly visible. T
dark inner core is the metallic iron, whereas the lighter s
rounding layer corresponds to the oxide phase.

Powders have also been structurally characterized
means of x-ray diffraction~XRD! analysis. Figure 2 shows
typical XRD pattern corresponding to the sample anneale
250 °C. It reveals the presence of purea-Fe and nanocrys-
talline Fe oxide~either g-Fe2O3 or Fe3O4, since the slight
difference in the lattice parameter of both compounds ma
it extremely difficult to differentiate them!. Crystalline sizes
of the pure iron and the oxide phase have been estimate
means of the Debye–Scherrer formula.
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The magnetic behavior of the sample and its evolut
with the annealing temperature have been performed
tween 5 and 300 K in temperature by using a commer
semiconducting quantum interference device~SQUID! mag-
netometer supplying a maximum field of 55 kOe.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The XRD patterns for the as-obtained sample reve
that the shell oxide species~Fe–O! are amorphous in the
sense of the x-ray diffraction10 ~with a grain size lower than
2.5 nm, diffraction effects are diffuse and close to the ba
ground noise, therefore, when the crystalline coherenc
lower than this value, the material is considered as am
phous in the sense of the x-ray diffraction!. Figure 3 shows
the increase of the Fe–O phase grain size as a function o
annealing temperature. Heat treatments have been carrie
in a high-vacuum environment in order to enhance the c
talline order of the oxide shell preventing the metallic co
from further oxidation. Magnetization at the maximum a
plied field ~55 kOe! is also displayed in Fig. 3 as a functio
of the annealing temperature. The value ofM55 kOe is rather
constant with a slight decrease for the maximum annea

FIG. 1. TEM micrograph of the oxygen-passivated Fe powder.

FIG. 2. X-ray diffractogram of the sample annealed in vacuum at 250
Open circles indicate the position of the peaks corresponding tog-Fe2O3

and Fe3O4. Full circles indicate thea-Fe peaks.
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temperature. This fact confirms that the intrinsic magne
properties of the metallic core are essentially not affected
the annealing procedure.

Hysteresis loops for the as-obtained and annea
samples have been measured at 5 K following the conven-
tional zero-field-cooling~ZFC! and field-cooling~FC! proce-
dures. As expected, a shift towards negative fields have b
observed in the FC hysteresis loops which did not app
after a ZFC process. It is originated by the exchange ani
ropy induced on the ferromagnetic phase, when the comp
ite antiferro–ferromagnetic system in cooled under an
plied magnetic field across the Ne´el temperature of the
antiferromagnetic phase. Figure 4 shows the evolution of
shift in the FC hysteresis loops~exchange field,Hex! as a
function of the grain size of the Fe–O shell. The exchan
field is monotonically decreasing as the structural order
the antiferromagnetic phase is enhanced. The exchange
isotropy has been phenomenologically well understood si
the 1950s,7 in the framework of an uncompensated sp
structure at the antiferro–ferromagnetic interface. Howev
even nowadays there is little quantitative understanding
the underlying coupling mechanisms, which have been a
observed in spin-compensated interfaces.12 Recent experi-
ments on layered8,13 and particulate systems9,10,14 demon-
strate the influence of the interfacial magnetic disorder on

.

FIG. 3. Evolution of the Fe–O grain size and the magnetization at 55 k
and 5 K with the annealing temperature.

FIG. 4. Evolution of the exchange field with the grain size of the Fe
shell.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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exchange anisotropy. In the as-obtained sample, the m
netic disorder related to the structural disorder of the am
phous Fe–O shell phase is in the origin of the obser
exchange anisotropy.10 As the Fe–O shell is crystallized b
means of the subsequent heat treatments, the strength o
exchange coupling decreases as a consequence of th
crease of the structural order. The slight decrease of the
saturation magnetization due to any eventual oxygen di
sion from the Fe–O phase towards the metallic core, co
not explain the reduction of the exchange field, sinceHex

depends on the inverse of the ferromagnetic satura
magnetization.15

Figure 5 shows the evolution of ZFC and FC coercivit
with the Fe–O grain size at 5 K. Coercivity data follow
similar trend to that observed forHex. They decrease whe
the Fe–O grain size rises. The exchange interactions betw
the core magnetic moments, which are pinned by the fro
Fe–O shell, constitute an extra energy term in the magn
zation switching. Therefore, as observed, there should ex
relation between coercivity and exchange anisotro
strength. We should point out that although the shifted h
teresis loops are detected only when the sample is fi
cooled, the individual particles are exchange coupled to t
corresponding shell either after a FC or a ZFC process. It
be considered that, owing to the small size of the Fe p
ticles, they are within the magnetic monodomain regim
Hence, each individual particle is magnetically saturated d
ing either cooling process. The magnetization will be lyi
along the anisotropy easy axis of each particle in the cas
ZFC or along the applied magnetic field in the FC process
the first case, the induced unidirectional anisotropy axis w
point randomly in each individual particle, as corresponds
the random distribution in sizes and orientation of the p

FIG. 5. Evolution of the ZFC and FC coercivity fields with the grain size
the Fe–O shell.
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ticles. The measured ‘‘macroscopic’’ hysteresis loop is
composition of the hysteresis loops of all individual pa
ticles. After a ZFC process, those particles with their anis
ropy easy axes along the measurement direction will cont
ute with loops shifted towards either positive or negat
directions. The particles with anisotropy axes perpendicu
to the measurement direction will contribute with anhyst
etic centered loops. In the FC case, there will be a single
direction corresponding to that of the applied field, givin
rise to the observed shift of the ‘‘macroscopic’’ hystere
loop, since the loops of each individual particle are shift
towards the same direction. The reason for the different v
ues of the ZFC and FC coercivities displayed in Fig. 5 is
anhysteretic behavior of the particles contributing with ce
tered loops after a ZFC process.

CONCLUSION

Passivated Fe fine particles with Fe–O shells in differ
crystallization stages have been obtained by means of
trolled heat treatments. The occurrence of an exchange
isotropy effect between the ferromagnetic core and the Fe
shell results in a shift of the FC hysteresis loops. The
crease of the exchange bias field with the heat treatm
indicates that the strength of the induced unidirectional
change anisotropy is decreasing as the structural order o
antiferromagnetic Fe–O phase is enhanced. This ef
makes evident the role of the structural-magnetic disorde
the mechanism of the exchange anisotropy.
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